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PROWWESS/UNI)P CASE STUDIES

The experience of involving wbmen in community water supply and
sanitation is stili quite limited. This is why PROWWESSwas created:
to demonstrate how women’s pa~ticipation can be achieved and what
benefits this brings -- what rorks, how and why.

Therefore, at this point we 4nd case studies central to our purpose
and try to emphasize two elem~nts:

The richness ~f varied experi~nces

The participatory process by its nature cannot be planned in a
blueprint fashion. From the beginning, the intention in PROWWESS
was to work with as wide a v4iety of programmes as possible, and
to leave the process very opekt. Therefore, the cases studied also
vary greatly. They track pro~rammes over a substantial period,
trying to sho~a dynamics over ~ime, rather than simple input/output
relationships. We focus on the process of change in perceptions
and behaviours at community a~id other levels, growth of institutions,
developing cooperation betweeri communities and external agencies, how
challenges were encountered apd met, as well as the development of
self-help groups and their ac~tions even beyond the water/sanitation
field.

An analysis of this variety of information is, however, revealing
common traits which can be us!d in information of future programmes.

Effectl,ve and sustainable use~

We find it necessary to defir~e what we call “success”. Our best
wording at this point is “eff~ctive and sustainable use” of replicable
water/sanitation services. We try to define indicators, and include
under “sustainable” such indicators as problem solving abilities of
individuals and coinmunities, affordability, cost and replicability,
and under “effective” such indicators as hygienic, economically and
socially beneficial, consist~nt, not wasteful, environmentally sound
use.

We seek to include opinions of the various actors. This is difficult
and somewhat risky, but we flind opinions in themselves to be important
indicators. On the other hand, we also try to develop quantitative
indicators for such elusive ~oncepts as status of women, level of
participation, quality of life.

The case studies are developing over time and we would be grateful
for comments and feedback. Éach bas a different theme and approach.
This one, about Indonesia, focuses on data and data use in conununity
managed projects.

Siri Melchior
Programme I4anager, PROWWESS/UNDP
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EXECUTIjE SUMMARY

Monitoring and evaluation are important in all community water projects
but become crucial elements of projects that adopt the coinmunity management
approach. Within this approach, projec~ managers encourage and support community
decision-making and thus introduce larger elements of unpredictability than in
straight forward construction projects. However, managers of such projects
retain control and play an active supportive role in creating community ownership
of facilities through increased two-way information flow.

Acceptance of the community management approach thus raises important
questions related to the “Who, what, when and how” of information gathering and
data flow. It also highlights the importance of achieving consistency in
concepts and indicators used for- plant~iing, monitoring and evaluation.

In a coinmunity-managed water supply project in four villages in the West
Timor province in Indonesia, a coherept set of indicators was adopted for all
project stages, from conception through evaluation. Three main factors were
built into project design, pursued throughout project operations, and traced
during the evaluation of the three-year project. These were:

effective use of new facililies;

sustainabili~y of the operations and organizations
concerned; and

replicability of methods used in pilot-demonstration work in
larger scale progranimes.

In the evaluation phase in the third year, progress in achieving these
goals was assessed in the villages. This report presents data on the findings,
as well as information on ways of using the three indicators to measure what was
accomplished.

In the evaluation, simple, participatory methods were devised to measure
some difficult-to-quantify concepts.’ For example, ways were developed to
assess: (a) types and levels of coi~ununity participation in such actions as
selecting leaders, financing installations and repairing facilities; and (b)
changes in the confidence and competence of village women and men, which affect
the sustainability of the programme.

The PKK experience also illustrates that the effects of women’s involvement
in water projects not only results in positive changes in the water situation
but brings about important qualitative changes in the lives of women and their
families. It also demonstrates that~ community-managed water projects bring
about important changes in the soc~.al, economic, health and environmental
situation, some of wh:Lch may overshadow the importance of water per se.
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EFFECTIVE USE
Optimal use
.Number and characteristics of users
.Quantity of water used, all purposes
.Time taken to use facilities
.Water résource management
Hygienic use
.Water quality from source to mouth
.Sources, of en route contarninati.on
.Practices to improve water quali.ty
.Site and home hygiene
.Personal hygiene
Consistent use
.Pattern of da~i1y use
.Pattern of seasonal use

SUSTAINABILITY
Installed and functioning systems
.Community decisions in installation
.Water guality/guantity at source
.Operation and maintenance
.Cost recovery
Confident/competent individuals( comrnunity/agency)
.Decision, execution and management abilities
.Knowledge and skilÏs
.Confidence/self-concept
Stro~2rganization
.Autonomy
Supportive leadership

.Systems for learning and problem-solving
Environmental conservation of water sources
and watersheds -

Inte~2~~anizational collaboration in planning
and activities

REPLICABILITY
Proportion and ______

.High input of specialized personnel

.Mostly regular staff, decline in specialists

.Existing staff, further decline in specialists
Established institutional franiework
.Semi-autonomous organization
.Less bypassing/more sharirig with other agencies
.No by-passing/close inter-agency collaboration
Budget size and sheltering
.Gerierous and sheltered
.Mediurn size and partially sheltered
.Average size and regiilar budget item
Documentedplanning and implementatlon procedures

Pilot

Demoristration
Rep1 icat ion

Table 1

.

ODALS AND INDICATCRS

1

=

=

=

role of specialized personnel Stages:
Pilot
Denionstration
Replication

Pilot
Demonstration
Replication

Pilot
Demonstration
Repiicat ion

.General guidelines and strategies
.Standardized procedures exnerging
.Documented simplified procedures
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Data make a difference. Without the right kind, projects cannot evolve
and grow. Too much data can drown a prôject, while the wrong kind are worse than
useless. The issue is which data to obtain and how to use them in evaluations
of low-cost, coinmunity-based water projects.

The principles of the Internatior~al Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation
Decade (IDWSSD) imply profound changes in the strategies for achieving the goal
of “health for all” through the provision of water supply and sanitation
services. One of the major lessons that has emerged out of the Decade experience
is the importance of corr~~tunitymanagement of water and sanitation facilities,
with central roles for women.

This paper addresses issues of evaluation and indicators of success for
programmes following a community management approach. It is based on data from
an action study program undertaken in west Timor in Indonesia by the national
family welfare movement (PRIK, for Pembinaan Kesejahteraan Keluarga). The
document focuses on the following questions:

- What is the role of evaluation in community-based projects?

- What indicators should evalt.~ations include?

- When in a project cycle do ~valuation indicators become important?

- How and wher should evaluations be conducted?

- Who should lie involved in evaluations?

A. An Evaluation Frp~gfl

Three types of criteria can be formulated for judging the effectiveness of
low-cost water supply and sanitation projects. One type, the most frequently
used, evaluates installation and initial operation - did the project achieve its
technical, construction objectives? A second type includes the use and
inaintenance of new facilities and the! potential for additional communities to
develop similar services. A third type traces the impact of new installations
and their use on community health, organization and production.

A frarnework for evaluations of the second type has been developed in the
UNDP-assisted project. for Promotion of the Role of Women in Water and
Environmental Sanitati~on Services (PRÔWWESS). It is reproduced in full on the
facing left-hand page!

- ~-1
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In this frainework, the overriding goal against which to measure progress
is identified as:

achieving sustainable and effective utilization of systems through
methods that are replicable.

As stated, this goal thus offers three broad indicators to be used in
weighing achievements:

effective utilization
sustainability
replicability

The overall framework and clusters of sub-indicators for such assessments
are presented and discussed in detail in Chapter II.

B. The Context

Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT) is one of the more remote, poorer provinces of
Indonesia. The cl:Lmate is warm and rainfall is low, with a prolonged dry period
(May - November). Despite limitbd arable land and poor soil conditions, a
majority of the people engage in subsistence agriculture.

Hygiene conditions in the district are poor with limited access to safe
water and low use of latrines. The infant mortality rate was 104 per thousand
live births in 1985. The four major causes of death in infants are perinatal
causes, neonatal tetanus, malaria and diarrhoea.

Tab]-e ‘2. DEMOGR.APHICS

Nusa Tengzara Timur

Total popul~tion - 3 million
Capital - Kupang
12 districts, 98 subdistricts
1,723 villages
Subsistence agriculture - 85% population
Per capita income US$ 200
National per capita income US$ 500
Infant mortality rate 104/1000 live

births (1985)

Because of the remoteness and the scattered population pattern of the
province, historically it has been difficult to reach people with services.
However, government prograninies now have contact with even the most remote
communities.

It was in this context that ~he PRIK started a new programme in 1985 in two
districts, Belu and Kupang on the western part of the island of Timor. The
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programme was known as WAS -- Wanita Air dan SanitasLwhich means women, water
and sanitation in BahaiTï7~donesTa.

As the national famuly welfare m~vement of Indonesia, PRIK is officially
designated as an NGObut has close working relationships with the Government of
Indonesia (GOI), both technical departments and administrators at all levels.

The leaders of PRiK are the wives of the administrative heads at each level
from provincial to village. At the village level, PRIK is the main vehicle for
management of development efforts by women, although men also participate. In
NTT, PRX started active organizational efforts in 1979, focusing primarily on
health, education and nicro-enterprise activities.

C. The WAS Programme

Preliminary discussions for a WA~programme began in 1983. The programme
becaxne operational in mid-1985 under the leadership of Dr. Nafsiah Mboi, the
wife of the then Governor of NTT and provincial chairperson of PRIK. The WAS
activities were implenented by PRIK in close working collaboration with the
Departments of Health, Community Development and Planning and with
Administrative heads at different levels.

WAS was funded by the Provincial Government of NTT, Government of Indonesia
(GOI), the PROWWESS programme of IJNDP, and a variety of volunteer and local
resources. The case studies were funded by PROWWESS/UNDPand Ford Foundation,
and executed by the WH’D/South East Asia Regional Office (SEARO).

The purpose of the overall program was to demonstrate the viability of a
community-basedstrategy focusing on women to create sustainable and replicable
water and sanitation programmes, while simultaneously improving the lives of
women. This implied: use of participatory methods; activating PRIK volunteers
at all levels to serve as managers, trainers and facilitators; working through
existing channels and institutions, including the village, and establishing
close working relationships with the technical ministries (health, planning and
community development). At each level an inter-agency WAS team was created with

— primary responsibility for management and supervision of the next lower level.

Two male field facilitators werç placed in each of the districts. They
were seconded to PRIK from the Department of Community Development of the
Ministry of Home Affairs and the Protncial Planning Board. Their main role
was informational, liaison between villages and PRIK at the provincial level.

Compared to conventional detailed project proposals, the PRIK/WAS project
proposal was practically a ‘clean slate’ on which PRIK wrote slowly as it learned
about village realities from applied research, from team building with the
sector and from its experiences in the villages. Thus, the first major project
activity was a case study in mid-l985 which gathered data to help design the
action plans and established a baseline to evaluate the effectiveness of the
project.
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Formation and training of WAS/PRIK teams took place in early 1986 and the
first village contacts hy these teams were initiated in mid-1986. Based on the
development philosophy of PRIK and case study findings, at the village level PRIK
workers encouraged the involvement of women, formation of water users’ groups
and provided trainiLng in leadership, bookkeeping and repairs of broken down
systems. Technical input, including most of the hardware, was provided by the
Ministry of Health, when WAS field facilitators signaled ‘community readiness’.

The project activities were conducted in four villages, some of which were
scattered over an area of 300 square kilometres. The total population of the
four villages was approximately 6,000. All the villages obtained drinking water
from a variety of traditional sources including springs, shallow wells, rivers
and to a lesser extent, from pipe systems in which sources were not protected.

By mid-1987, dramatic changes were reported by WAS/PRIK workers at all
levels. Were these changes real, big or important? These questions were
answered by monitoring activities and by the second major round of data
collection conducted in mid-l987 just a year after activities had been
initiated at the village level.

D. Data Çolleçtjpn Methode

In addition to constant monitoring by staff, altogether 16 different data
collection techniques were used in the two PRIK case studies (see Table 3 on the
next page). These inciuded qualitative, quantitative, observational and
participatory techniques. Data were collected by university students and
faculty, and by village men, women and school girls from the villages.

Detailed case study methodology and findings are reported in the final 1987
case study published by WHO/SEARO. The findings are based on the sarne sample
(people, households, water sources) studied across two years. This report
focuses on some key findings related to effective utilization, sustainability
and replicability. It includes material that was gathered during a return visit
in mid-l988 to conduct a process review of the PRIK/WAS experience.

Except for village observers for water collectioii activities, the
university team worked as volunteers. All case study team members received a
subsistence allowance for village work. Each year field work was conducted over
a period of 3 to 5 weeks at the peak of the dry season with between 2 and 10
days spent in each village.

Data were soinetimes analyzed on the spot during group meetings and later
through hand tabulation and computer analyses. Data were used in a variety of
ways by village water groups and by PRIK managementat different levels. Much
information based on interviews and village maps was communicated to PRIK
managers soon after field work. The case study team also participated in
project planning meetings and in training activities as needed.
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~le 3. DATA BASE FOR 1985 A1~D1987

1985

1. Household interviews: Female:
(open-ended) Male:

2. Observation of
household hygiene

3. Observation of water
collection

4. Water Use Measurement

5. Key informant interviews on
village history, local
institutions and leadership,
WAS and PKK

6. Group ineetings:

a. with villagers
b. with PRIK/WAS personnel

7. Site visits to water sources

8. Participatory inapping

9. Health game

10. Children’s questionnaire

3

3

100+

12

119

169

1987

11. Faecal coliforin t;ests

12. Technical assessnient

13. Assessment of decision-
making in users groups

14. Women’s self-confjdence

15. Self-rating of group
functioning

16. Written records

300 240

of sources and potential springs

- 18 groups

18 groups

18 groups

252
123

118
122

112 112

609 household days
1,516 trips

117 households

200

612 household days
2,695 trips

119 households

20

1
8

50+

Maj or~ty

Kept in villages, districts and the capital
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Despite the f act that not eve~ything that was planned was carried out as desired,
discernible changes were xneasured after only 14 months of village activities. Althougf~
the resuits from WAS activities have many implications, this document focuses 0fl

findings using the clusters of sub-indicators summarized in the chart on page iv.
Thus, the focus is on evaluating effective utilization, sustainability and
replicability and the changes brought about by the WAS activities.

A. Effective Ut:~,]~atipn

1f functioning systems are not effectively utilized, there can be no positive
health impact and little economic, social or environniental impact.

Effective utilization is: optimal, hygienic and consistent use of
facilities to maxirnize benefits and minimizes negative consequences over

1 an exiended period of time.

It consists of three categories of indicators: optimal use, hygienic use and
consistent use. The elements inciuded in each indicator are shown in the box below,
and their application in the Indonesian project is discussed in the following three
sections, and summarized in Table (~.

INDICATORS OF EFFECTIVE USE

Optimal Use

• nuniber and characteristics of users
Quantity of water used, all purposes

• Time taken to use facilities
Water resource management

iivgienic use

Water quality from source to mouth
Sources of en route contamination

• Pract~ces to improve water quality
Site and home hygiene
Personal hygiene

Consistent use

Pattern oE daily use
Pattern of seasonal use
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Table 4. CHANGESIN WATERUSE. 1985-1987

Indicators 1985 1987

QDtIxnal Use

What percent of population
uses iniproved sources?

What is the daily per capita
water consumption?

Belu district
Kupang district

4.8 litres
10.0 litres

10.2 litres
10.0 litres

What is average time taken
per water collection trip?

39.5 mjnutes 22.4 minutes

What measures are taken to
manage natural resources?

Hygienic lJse

Some pÏanting trees Rules set to
protect ground-
water quality and
quantity

What is the quality of water
from source to mouth? CM
(Geometric Mean, faeca~
coliforni, colonies/l00 ml.

Source - 17.7

Carrying Containers 140.6
Storage - 128.1
Unboiled drinking water
85.0
Boiled drinking water
24.0

Testing conducted
in rainy season;
reliability of
resuits uncertain,
trend similar

What were water hygiene
conditions in home?

- water within children’s
reach

- visual cleanliness of water
- cleanliness of water

containers
- cleanliness of water dippers
- cleanliness of placa where

dipper is kept

Consistent Use

Use of secondary source

Use of different source
during rains

None 65%

78% 93%

37% (clean) 27% (clean)
33% (élean) 22% (clean)

32% (clean) 19% (clean)
2% (clean) 29% (clean)

36% 21%

24% 11%
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1. Optimal Use.

Optimal use refers to use of facilities to maximize economic benefits

frithout detrimenta)L short or long-term effects on the environment.

In the Indonesian project, despite uneven coverage, overall 65 per cent of
the population were using improved sources. Observation revealed that many women
walked past traditional sources to bring water from ‘safer’ sources for drinking
and cooking. All users were members of water users’ groups.

Consumption of water per persdn almost doubled in Belu where the new water
sources were dramatically closer to homes than in Kupang with its very scattered
settiement patterns. More water was being used in homes to wash food, for
watering vegetable gardens, for personal washing and for washing clothes. Some
households used plastic pipes to bring water directly to their homes while a few
built stone tanks in their yards to store water.

In addition, water use at source had also increased, primarily for watering
vegetables and washing. Many groups have dug fish ponds near the water sources
and have channelled water overfiow to these ponds.

Close proximity to water sourc~esalso resulted in decreasedtime per water
j ourney.

The need to ccnserve water and protect water sources is well recognized by
village people. Thus, groups with deep set handpumps have developed rules and
regulations to prevent washing and bathing at source 50 as to protect ground
water quality. Some of these grou~shave even carried out measurementsbecause
of their concern with maintaining quantity of groundwater.

2. flygienf.c Use.

For water systems, hygienic use refers to the maintenance or iiuprovement of

drinking water guality after it has been withdrawn from source.

In the Indonesian project, PKK undertook no special hygiene education
campaigns in connection with WAS. However, PKK volunteers continued their
routine activities inciuding emphasis on environmental cleanliness, building of
pit latrines and bathing cubicles. Data on hygienic use were collected through
water quality test.Lng and observation of hygiene in homes.

Three findings highlight the importance of integrating hygiene education
within water supply and sanitation programmes:

First, water quality testing from source to mouth in 1985 clearly
established contamination of water, in its journey to the mouth. Even boiled
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water samples were found to be faecally contaminated. The trend of results was
similar in 1988, although the results may not be very reliable.

Secorid, fewer drinking water containers were found to be visually clean in
1987 than in 1985, despite an improvement in overall envirorimental cleanliness.

Third, a significant relationship was found between a water hygiene. index
— and presence of very ycung children in the house. As the number of very young

children (below 5 years of age) increased, the water hygiene declined. Despite
this finding, in 1987, more households, 97 per cent, vere found to have kept
their drinking water withirt reach of young children than in 1985 (75 per cent).

Thus, it is dear that without clearly focused hygiene education related to jjj /
water handling and stcrage, it will be difficult to achieve hygienic use of
water.

3. Consistent Use

Consistent use refers to ‘.‘se o~ facilities thro~g~out tt~ life of ~
facility, even when lees than optimall~i conv~nient.

Exainples include use throughout daily and seasonal cycles; deliberately
walking to bring water from a protected source throughout the day, rather than
only when passing by the source; us~ng protected sources even when closer
unprotected sources open up duririg the rains.

In the Indonesian project, no direct questions were asked so as to avoid
getting answers that were seen as socially desireable even if misleading.
Instead, use of secondary sources was noted and analyzed over the years. This
revealed a decline ir~ use of secondary sources across years. More people
consistently used a single primary protected source for all purposes in 1987 than
in 1985.

Seasonality in use was judged by asking people about use of sources in the
rainy season. In 1987, there was less moving to “other sources”, (24 per cent
in 1985, 11 per cent in 1987) although there was a reported increase in use of
rainwater for household purposes inciuding watering of animals.

Thus, it can be concluded that people were using increased water optinially
and consistently for a variety of purposes including personal washing and
watering of vegetables. However, water handling practices continued to pollute
the water after it had been withdrawn from the source.
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B. Sustainability

Sustainability refers to:

the ability to maintain effort~ and derived benefits both at the cominunity
and agency level without det±imental effects on the environnent, even
after ‘special assistance’ (maiiagerial, financial and technical) has been
phased out.

No project/programme remains static, especially those heavily dependent on
interactions with communities and other agencies. No project can foresee the
peculiarities of each specific community context and simultaneously plan for
adaptation to all future changes, minor and major. Hence, sustainability can only
be achieved by ~jjJS.jng problem-solving capacities in communities and partnership
agencies so that pvoblems can be solved as they arise.

INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABÏLITY

Jnsta1Lt~..snd functioni~ig systems (community and agency)

Coinmunity decisions in installation
• Water quality, quantity at source

• Operation and maintenance
Cost recovery

Coijfj.d~ja~J~omyetent ind~1.vidua1s (comniunity and agency)

Management abilities, decision-making and execution
Knowledge and skills
Confidence/self-concept

$trong organization (community and agency)

Autonomy
Supportive leadership
Systems for learning and problem-solving

Environ~&atal conservation

Protection of water sources
Watershed conservation

jnterorgfi~~~ational collaboration

Planning level
Activities
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Since sustainabi:Lity is not a static but a dynamic concept, it inciudes
measures of the status of sustainability at a particular point in time and the
potentjal to continue maintaining sustainability into the changing future. Some
indicators need to be measured at the community and agency levels.

The elements inclisded in each indicator of sustainability are shown in the box
on the previous page, and their application in the Indonesian project is discussed
in the following section.

1. Will functioning gj..jvstems be sustained?

By 1987, 42 water points were built, improved or repaired. These inclu~ed
boreholes, sp?Tïi~t ~ wells and gravity-fed pipe systems.
All the changes in the water sources were brought about by water user groups in
partnership with WAS/PKK teams.

The community took the lead in deciding which sources to improve or where to
~ boréholes which requires hydrologicir

t5ifffls). The MOH provided needed hardware and technicians for the first couple
of spring captures and for the pipe systems. The technicians provided some designs
and supervised the construction undertaken by local people. All later systems,
spring captures, standposts, and water reservoirs were designed by local people in
collaboration with WAS teams.

tiJ, the facilities were functibning in 1988. Water users’ groups had
undertaken multiple repairs, bought ~pare parts from local markets and evolved
varying rules and regulations to saféguard the functioning of facilities and to
mobilize community corLtributions towatds a maintenance and construction fund (see
Table 5).

2. Are wojnen and men confident and conwetent?

There is no development without human development. 1f individuals are not
competent to undertake the tasks expécted of them and/or if they lack the self-

confidence to carry Out the tasks, sustainability will not be achieved. Confidence
and competence increase when people gain experience in management and decision-
making, acquire new knowledge, have the capacity to generate knowledge and acquire

t new skills. The challenge is documenting and quantifying such changes.

It is dear that in most cultural contexts, women have a greater role and
interest in the management of domestic water supply. Therefore, one of the goals
of WAS was to ensure central roles for women also in the planning. Participation
of men and women in decision-making was measured through questions during household
interviews and througFL participatory games used in meetings with water groups.
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Tablt5i CHANGES IN FUNCTIONING OF INSTALLED SYSTEMS. 1985-1987

Measures of Functioning 1985

What was the community
role in installation?

Occasional labour
cont*ibution, all
decisions by government

25 water users groups
formed as decision making
bodies

How many water points
improved/built by
communi ties?

5 gravity-fed pipe
systems, 5 shallowwells

42 water points built or
improved

Was water at source of
acceptable quaiity?
(faecal coliform tests
F.C. counts/100 ml . of
water)

Low f~low
in pipe
springs;
broken down

F•C. Geometric Means
sprin~s 9.5, open well
147.9. Some complaints
about taste, turbidity
and safety

All protected springs
have good flow, including
pipe systems; Mark II
pump functioning

Resuits not reliable.
No complaints about taste
and water safety

Who is operating and
maintaining facilities?

0ffic~ally government;
pipe systems and shallow
welis by the community

Water users groups make
multiple repairs to pumps
and pipe systems

Have rules deveLoped
about operation and
maintenance?

Are communities
contributing to’iards
maintenance costs?

No

No

Yes, especially in pipe
systems and deep
boreholes with Mark II
pump5

Yes, capital/0+M costs,
labour, local materials,
cement, pipe parts, food
for technicians

How are funds managed? Centralized, Department
of Sanitation, MOH

Water users
control funds,
put surpluses

groups
gradual ly
in bank

What is government role
in spare parts
distribution?

Spare parts available
with MOH in provincial
capital

Users obtain minor parts
from shops; MOH stores
major replacement and
imported parts e.g. pump
cylinder stored in
capital.

1987

Were water
produc ing
water?

pb ints
sufficient

in dry season
systems and

Mark II pump
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People could take part in decision making affecting water systems only if
they belonged to water users’ groups. It was found that more women (76 per cent)
than men belonged to groups (62 per cént). In addition, more people reported
women (47 per cent) rather than men (26 per cent) to be active in the water
users’ groups.

In 1985, the participation of wom~nand men in major decisions within PKK
and the village councils was very low. Most decisions were made by the yillage
heads. In addition, mont people knew liittle about how PKK or the village council
functioned. Participation was so low in 1985 that it was impossible to use a
scale which had been devised to measure it. Obviously, levels of confidence and
competencewere also very low.

Given this context any divergence of decision makers away from village heads
should be viewed as a pDsitive developmènt and indicative of increased community
participation. To elicit more specific information about who made decisions
within groups, a participatory game using a pocket chart was developed that was
played during meetings with water user~’ groups.

Overall, in 1987. 55 per cent of all decisions in water users grouvs were
reported to be made by Q~jnary women, ordinary men. female leaders and the water
users’ group Only 21 per cent of all decisions were perceived to be made by
the village chiefs while 24 per cent were perceived to be made by WAS field
workers.

Not surprisingly, village people, especially women, were found to be
remarkably more knowledgeable about PKI( and the water environrnent in 1987 than
in 1985. When PKK women leaders were ~sked questions about PKK in 1985, their
knowledge levels were so low that invariably interviews had to be conducted with
their husbands. In 1987, there was a consistent reversal. When interviews were
held with men, they invariably called the women to answer questions!

Clearly women played active and meaningful roles within the water users’
groups. However, this was not achieved at the cost of exclusion or alienation
of men.

The inclusion of both genders resulted in the pooling of slightly different
knowledge and skills, making it possible for the groups to function effectively.

Overall, men were more concerned with responsibility for preventive
maintenance and repairs, growing of vegetables and future plans. Women focused
more on construction of sources, cleanliness of sources and, to a lesser extent
than men, on vegetable production.
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HEASURING OF PARTICIPATION

A group meeting with each water users’ group was organized,
one purpose of which was to discover by “pocket voting” who
participated in what decisions. At most meetings, women
outnumberedmen by three to one.

A cloth pocket chart was hurig on a fence or a wall. It
consisted of six columns and seven rows of cloth pockets.

Colunns. A picture was attac~hed above each column of pockets.
These six pictures, as explained to the group, depicted different
decision-makers -- an “ordina~ry” woman, an “ordinary man”, a female
leader, a male leader, the water users’ group and a photograph
of the WAS field worker.

Rows:

The seven ro~s represented seven issues of decision-niaking within
water users’ groups:

1. Who makes the decisions within the water group.
2. Who selected the group leaders.
3. Who decides what activities the group should undertake.
4. Who decided the size of monthly contributions.
5. Who decided whether the group needed sanctions.
6. Who decided vhere the taps, tanks or pumps should be located.
7. Who makes the decision about undertaking repairs.

Votin.g. Each person in the group was given seven small paper
discs to vote, ie., choose the person who made the decisions for
seven differEnt issues. The issues were read out one at a time.
While group members voted oné-by-one, all others turned their
backs to the pocket chart so that they could not see how others
voted. Everyone participated enthusiastica1ly,~ even older wonien
who, at the heginning wantedto leave because they were illiterate
and could not spaak Bahasa.
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Table 6. DECISION MAKING SCORESTHROUGHVOTING

Who Decides
Wha t?

1. Decisions
within groups

2. Group Leaders

3. Group Activities

4. Size of Monthly
Contributions

5. Need for Sanctions

6. Location of Pumps,
Taps, Tanks, etc.

7. Repairs

OVERALL SCORES

An Ordinary
Woman

An Ordinary Female Male Water WAS Field
Man Leader Leader Group Worker

5% 19% 12% 28% 29%

3~ 11% 30% 20% 10% 26%

9% 13% 16% 23% 27% 12%

8% 13% 32% 10% 17% 20%

5% 6% 22% 39% 13% 15%

1% 13% 16% 16% 14% 40%

4% 5~ 9% 18% 21% 43%

6% 9% 21% 21% 19% 24%
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A senseof confidence and self-concept is a psychological construct, but it
can be simply measured through theirbehavioural manifestations and through self-
ratings of abilities. The behavioural indicators of confidence vary across
cultures and hence need to be culture-specific.

In the Indonesian programme, a three-point participatory scale of women’s
self-confidence was developed and administered during meetings with water groups.
Overall, both womerL and men rated women more confident in 1987 than previously
(p. 17). Men tended to be more lavish in their ratings of changes in women’s
self-confidence than women themselves!

In addition, specific elements that contribute to women’s self-confidence
and men’s confidence in women were measured. These were gauged through changes
in ratings of abilities such as intelligence, leadership and problem solving as
perceived by village people themselves. Such attitudes are difficult to change
and hence any discernable change i~i a short time should be considered a major
ach ievement. -

Overall, women’s low self-es�eem in 1985 was evident from the fact that
women (even more than men) tended to rate themselves lower on all abilities
compared to men. For example, when asked to judge intelligence in 1985, 65 per
cent of the women rated men as more intelligent than themselves, only 10 per cent
rated women as more intelligent ~i1e 23 per cent said that both sexes were
equally intelligent. In 1987 when the sanie question was asked of the seine
sample, the number of women who réted themselves as more intelligent than men
had doubled to 20 per cent.

Are comnmnity leaders emerginè?

People who lack self-confidence rarely emerge as leaders. The drainatic
emergence of women as leaders was dear from the response to the question “Are
there any women in the village tha,t you would consider a leader?”

In 1985, only 29 per cent of ~he men and 49 per cent of the women perceived
at least one female leader. By 1987, almost all the women, 92 per cent and men,
80 per cent, perceived at least one female leader in their villages.

A follow-up question was asked about who were the leaders. The fact that
inJ.985 there were gxgy_72 resypnses. while there were 287 responses about female
leaders in 1987 it~.]j is an indicator of change,
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NEASURING WONEN’S SELF-CONFIDENCE

Monthly reports of PKK/WAS field workers repeatedly reported
women’s increased se1f-confidence~ Were women really more self-’
confident, did they perceive themselves as such, or were field
workers over-reporting?

Three pictures ware drawn showing different degrees of women’s
participation and self-confidence. Women and men voted using a pocket
chart. Voting wa~done twice -- first, to rate women’s confidence
two years ago, before WAS, and seèond, to assess women’s confidence
at present. The concepts of before and after were depicted by two
large photographs showing an unimproved water source and an improved
source.

The scale ca’n be made more elaborate by adding finer
categories.
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Significantly more men and woi~ien, 56 per cent, mentioned the Ibu Desa (wife
of village head) as a leader in 1987 than in 1985. Earlier, the Ibu Desa was
mentioned by only 7 per cent of the men and 15 per cent of the women in the total
saznple. There was also an impressive increase in the nuniber of people who
mentioned wives of lower level village officials as leaders.

The resuits iridicate that WAS has served as a mechanism to activate PKK’s
female village-level leaders and further decentralize leadership to the lower
adininistrative leve is.

The goal of every participatory project which targets self-reliance and
sustainable developnient is to facilitate but not lead. This is difficuit to
achieve and even ntore difficult to measure. One indirect measure is studying
people’s perceptions of who or what brought about change. 1f people perceive
thernselves as beirig responsible for success. it is the ultimate indicator of a
sense of efficacy.

Peopie were asked why the gro~ips had been successful. Overall, 67 per cent
of respondents said that success had been achieved because people in the villages
had cooperated and worked together. Another 10 per cent said that success had
been achieved because ordinary village people had worked together with village
officials. Only two people mentioned WAS field workers.

When the two WAS field workers were first assigned to work with women and
PKK, they could ofi:en be seen hanging around outside PKK offices, wondering what
they should be doing and embarrassed about having to work with women, especially
at the village level. Both had previous training in ‘village water technologies’
but no exposure to participatory inethodologies.

Changes in attitudes and work methodologies aniong PKK workers from the
provincial to the village level c~n be best conveyed through their owri words:

“Many of us are just housewives. We never counselled people before.
When we had meetings previously, 1 was too shy to go house to house.
So we had general meetings and repeated the same thing each time.
Now 1 am confident to go house to house, and 1 change vhat 1 say
depending on the situation.”

Housevife, PKK Vo].unteer, Sub-District, Wedomo

“1 had heard about people’s participation but 1 had never done it and
actually did not believe that people had the ability to solve their
own problems. Now 1 1~ov they can do it.”

WAS Technician, Field Worker
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“Earlier, iny biggest goal was to complete work as quickly as possible.
Whether anyone else was present or not, 1 would go to the village and
complete the repairs. Now 1 wait and only assist when village people
are ready to take the initiative themselves.”

Sanitarian, Puskesmas (Health Clinic)

3. Are the ~roups an~.....~.gencies stron~?

Change in comniunal facilities can be initiated by individuals, but
susta5.ned only l)y an organized group, ranging from a group of people to a large
government bureaucracy. In order to sustain efforts and results of
participatory programrnes, strong organizations are needed not only at the
cornaunity level but also at the agency level (government, NGO or external). It
is important, therefore, to examine the strength of water users’ groups and PKK
after implementation of activities in the villages.

Autonomy -

Unless institutions have the power to function relatively autonomously and
retain control over major decisions that affect their functioning, they are
unhikely ever to gain in strength. Studies have also shown (Korten, 1980) that
without strong leadersbip, especially at the top, institutions cannot develop.

The rationale underlying the formation of water users’ groups was to create
autonomous groups of people with common interests that would function
effectively without outside interference. The fact that groups are functioning
relatively autonomously is evidenced in the decision-making scale reported under
2 above (“Measuring of Participation”). Another key indicator is control over
resources, especialiy.jj~anci.pl. The money raised by the groups is being
managed by the groups without external interference. Three groups have so far
opened bank accounts.

1f all the groups fol].owed exactly the same procedures, one can assunie that
decisions have been imposed from the outside. Although the basic structure of
the water groups is the seine, groups have gradually developed very distinct
identities. Thus, groups have not only changed frequency, procedures and size
of contributions, but have also coilectively changed ineffective leaders.

The “progress” of each group is self-determined, as is their basic reason
for coming into existence. Thus, one village created its group, called “Mutis”,
in 1986 when the village first heard of WAS (see box on page 23). Another group
took over a year to organize itself and build a spring capture. Yet another
finally undertook the construction of rainwater tanks in 1987. Three groups
have all but dissolved in one village, while three other new groups have since
formed in another part of the seine village.
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At the institutional level, PKK functions autonomously at all levels up to
the sub-district. It controls its, own budget, does its own fund-raising, sets
its own personnel policies, goals and objectives. As a matter of policy,
however, it actively seeks to work in collaboration with government technical
ministries and other NGOs.

Supportive Leadership

Without the leadership of Dr. Nafsiah Mboi, the provincial chairper-son of
PKK, WAS would not even have had the opportunity to prove the benefits of focus
on women and use of participatory approaches to a rural water project. Her
leadership style, persuasive coliaborative spirit and strong belief in human
capacity development not only inspired siniilar leadership and collaboration from
technical ministries and senior administrators, but also led to emergence of
leadership at varibus levels within PKK.

She provided vision, and guidance to WAS, but at the seine time judiciously
kept a low profile in day-to-day management of activities to allow PKK personnel
to learn and to grow. She overâame the problem of busy schedules through
“Maria”, a brown notebook access:ible to any WAS personnel to write in to
facilitate two-way communication.

Dr. Mboi’s leadership, combined with the partnership established with
technical ministries, gradually changed “skepticism” to commitment and
understanding of the participatory approach in rural water projects. This is
evidenced by continuing support frbm Ministries of Health and Planning and from
District Administrators.

Learning and Problem Solving

Dr. Nafsiah Mboi viewed ‘WAS’ as an opportunity for PKK to learn. There
was an established framework of ends (improved lives for women; sustainable and
utilized water systems) and means (replicable participatory processes ensuring
the involvement of woman under the overall unibrella of PKK). But all tasks were
approached without assuming that the best ‘how to’ procedures were already
known.

Consequently, throughout the process, there was strong emphasis ori
generation and use of information. There was acceptance and open discussion of
mistakes, emphasis on not telling people what to do and cultivating humulity.
The overall means and ends were consistently reflected in all activities, though
the detailed impleinentation strategies were developed with experience.
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For example, PKK’s nionitoring aTtd evaluation criteria reflected their
concern with the process of achieving sustainability, rather than being solely
preoccupied with outputs, number of systems installed and their functioning.
This included acceptance of uneven rates of progress. Monthly reports of WAS
workers thus focused on the degree of participation by woman, changes in women’s
knowledge and skills and the ability of water groups to self-organize and
function autononiously.

Within PKK, a coliaborative team spirit was harnessed through the principle
of open management. Rather than imposing decisions, decisions evolved through
group discussion and consensus, in moSt cases. This, of course, does not mean
that everything went smoothly and well. There were resignations, and a few PKK
volunteers lost interest, while others proved too bu~y. However, despite these
problems and differences, WAS workers ware proud of the fact that the team
spirit survived.

Additionally PKK was able to generate resources through its collaborative
partnership with technical ministries. This included ban of personnel,
vehicles and commitment of hardware. PKK was 50 successfub in generating local
resources thacit wa~......û1e to return 40 per cent of external funds made

WORKINCW±T1-I COMMIJNITIES

Dr. Nafsiah Mboi, chairperson of PK}( in NTT conveyed the essence
of learning to work with community people in the following way:

0 Open your eyes

Open your ears

Open your heart

Close your nioüth

“putar otak” and thep think and put your bram to work

avpilable to the prolect.
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/ \/ Table 7. MONITORING CRITERIA

PKK devEloped three sets of criteria over a period of time which
were reflected in internal monitoring and evaluation activities and
consistent with overriding goals.

A. Women

1,. ~provernent in knowledge about water, sanitation,
personai hygiene, health, use of water, PKK

2. ~p~~ement in skilis: in self-organization within
water groups; working together in divisions of labour;

decision-making; maintaining water facilities;
soLving problems.

3. Im-provement in nie~ita1 attitudes andbeljefs: more women
brave enough to at~end meetings, talk and make decisions; seek
new information, bring new ideas feel proud of achievements;
suggest own evalua,tion criteria.

B. Water U~L~rQups

1. Organizational str~ngth
2. Number and diversification of activities
3. Technical abilities in repair and niaintenance of water

systems
C. ]~

1. Increase in activity, type and number of activities
at all levels

2. Leadership, quality of members, management, PKK better
known in villages

3. Infiuence on goveniment at higher levels, attracts more
assistance funds

Water Users’ Croups

Although there are some water systems butit in Timor through
community/church/NGO initiatives, for the most part building and maintaining
water systems are viewed as government responsibilities. Hence, the idea of
people working in partnership with PRK and government technicians to build water
systems was initiaLly viewed with extreme suspicion. Gradually, as people
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realized that WAS workers were not imposing decisions and assuming control over
resources, especially financial, people began actively participating in and
supporting their water groups. The girowth, evobution and problem-solving of
groups can be illustrai:ed by the example of the group, Mutis (sea box bebow).

There are three important criteria to judge whether a group has learned,
can solve problems and will survive in the long run. They are pereeived purpose
of existence, future orientation and ability to self-diagnose/self evaluate.

When asked about the purpose of forming water users’ groups, respondents
most frequently cited t:he need for long-term maintenance and repairs. Despite
the fact that physical construction activities had mostly been completed, 70 per
cent said that their group had specific plans for the future. Additionally, 97
per cent said unhesitatingly that the g’roups would continue to be needed in the
future. Once again preventive maintenance received the most inention.

THE STORY OF “MUTIS”

When people in the Cabang area of the village Silla (pseudonym)
heard of WAS in 1986, 17 househobds quickly formed a water users’ group.
They hoped that finally the little yellow marker placed on the road
several years before would become a drilled borehole. Pak Minggus,
the WAS field worker, told them several times that they would not
receive a borehole, but they kept hoping.

The group named itself “Mutis”, after the highest mountain
in Timor. Every famuly contributed Rp 250 a month and promised to
increase it to Rp 500 once the water came. No water came.

The Mutis group negotiated water rights with the group in
Kakaana, who agreed to share water from their borehole in
return for some share of responsi~ility for maintenance and
repairs. By mid-l987, the Mutis group had collected stones,
sand and Rp 35,000. They contrib~.ited cement and pipes to the
water group.

During the second round of Çhe casa study the group finally
accepted the fact that the drillers were not coming. Than they
seriously started expboring alternatives. By mid-l988, the group
had built three ram water tanks. In 1985, they had laughed at the
idea of drinking rainwater. They had also commissioned a well digger
and promised to pay Rp. 450,000. The well was already 10 metres
deep.

Meetings ware held on the 5~h of every month. The group had
started an emergency food fund, and was building one household
toilet per month. Eggplant and chili were flourishing in people’s
yards.
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People rated water groups individually during househoid interviews and in
group meetirigs. In household interviews, overall 74 per cent rated groups as
working very well, 15 per cent average and 11 per cent poor. When people vere
asked to justify ratings, the most frequently mentioned criteria was not
physical construction but whether people were cooperating and working together.

Group self-evaluatjons were conducted through a participatory genie with
~water users’ groups which brought Ôut many sensitive issues such as sanctions
-and fear of authority. Additionally, this activity led to follow-up action by
~group leaders and WAS field workers.

People were very critical of themselves during these meetings. At the end
of each group sess:Lon, vhich ].asted between 1 1/2 to 4 hours, the members of
each group gave themselves an overall rating. Overall, 40 per cent of the
groups rated themseives as functioning very well, 40 per cent as average, while
20 per cent rated theinselves poor. In all but two cases, these self-ratings
were identical to ratings given by the case study chief investigator and by WAS
field workers.

SELF-EVALUATION THROUGHPICTtJRES

Village l.ader
F.. co].l.ctlon
Futur. plana
Group cooparation
SanctiotLa
Angry diicuiiion
WAS field

Seven pictures were assembied, each representing a group,
function, activity or person involved with groups. The pictures
were showri to and discussed by a group.

Each group was also given three stars varying in size representing
exceilent, average, poor. The group was asked to discuss each
picture and rate the functioning of the activity or person in their
group by placing the picture under a star.

Once the pictures had been rated and some consensus reached,
the groups had to explain their ratings. This led to further
discussions and revealed iss4es not talked about during interviews.
At the end, the group had to give themselves an overall rating.
Some were modest in their ratings while the stronger groups cried
with great gusto “we are the best!”
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4. ~ enviropmental conservatjon measures in Di-ace?

Water is a finite resource that must be managed wisely in the long-term.
1-lowever, unless environmental consen~-ation measures make sense to village
people, they will not be practiced vobuntarily or on a sustained basis. Such
measures are needed nearby, at the water points, and also farther off in the
surrounding watershed.

At water points

A good example of such action is in Silla. There, groups with deepset
handpunips have carried out measurements and established rules and regulations
for water use to preserve the quantity and quality of groundwater.

“The group in Kakaana is afraid their water will finish. So we did
some measurements. In 1982 the water stood at 27 metres, today it
is stili the saaie. We take out 40 drums of water every day, no more.
Nobody is allowed to bathe and wash at the pump, but they carry water
home to their bathrooms. Only tied-up animals can be brought to the
source. We don’t allow people to wash at the pump to protect the
pump and to protect health and the water. The groundwater is not
‘flowing water’, it is ‘standing water’ - so if dirty water seeps in,
it will make all the groundwater dirty.”

Pak Kake, Water Group Nefoniko

In the watershed

Coverninent-initiated forestry and regreening projects have been implemented
in all four villages. PKK has actively promoted reforestation efforts. Within
the study villages, the need to conserve water and protect water sources was
well recognized. Thus in Belu district all water groups have planted trees and
shrubs naar springs ard also terraced some hillsides. Although one year is a
short period in which to achieve resul�s, most visitors now comment on how green
parts of the village look.

5. Is interoraanizaU&nal collaboratjon adequate?

Like PKK workers themselves, interministerial collaboration with PKK
started based on a spirit of tolerance and goodwill; rather than commitment.
Cradually this changed as PKK’s serio4sness and competence became obvious.

Interorganizational collaboration continues and is expanding because of
changed convictions that PKK/WAS strategies work. The research activities
associated with WAS planning and evâluation, as well as PKK’s openness to
sharing its achievements and problems, played important roles in winning support
and collaboration.

“WAS is a good approach. It worked because it was well planned based
on case study results. It is a good system because it is simple and
teaches self-reliance and so, unlike many of our other projects, it
does not fail apart once the project is completed. 1 have even used
case study findings about quality of water in the villages to
convince people to use water properly.”

Bupati (Chief Administrator), Belu
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“The method of WAS was very different from other projects. First,
it did research to find out how to do the project. Second, it
trained its own cadres (volunteers). Third, it changes what is not
working well and, fourth, it always follows up and takes care of
problems. We have even used the systems of WAS here to extend pipes
up to the health clinic from the spring ‘Wedomo’.”

S-

Camat, Tassifeto Timur,
Sub-district Chief Administrator

“Now I’m convinced that spending time talking and preparing the
community is not a waste of time and requires special skills and
training. :cn the long run it makes our job of constructing and
maintaining flter systems easier.”

Read, Provincial Department of Sanitation, NOU

At the sub-district level, the Chief Administrator, inspired by the PKK/WAS
project, spread the word in other villages with the result that four other
villages have undertaken water construction activities, formed water groups, and
dug fish ponds entirely on their otqn. At the village level, village chiefs have
singled out WAS activities at inter-village meetings.

The head of the Department ofianitation, MOH, has sought PEUK’s partnership
in water projects in two other districts. Curriculum revision to incorporate
‘WAS’ principles in the training of sanitarians for the province is also
envisioned. Since involvement in WAS, the Ministry of Planning has created a
‘buffer stock’ of hardware to be used for community initiated projects.

C. Replicability LR)

Replicability is:

the ability to duplicate the process and benefits of a set of
development activities in new locations after their effectiveness has
been demonst:rated in limited geographic areas.

Whether small scale activities are replicable is a key test of their value
and utility in wider development efforts.

Replicability of projects can be assumed when projects are based on
processes that make optirnal use of local resources. Thus, projects shoubd be
based upon use of Local people, local skills, and indigenous knowledge systems.
They should build upon existing procedures, organizations and institutions.

Such projecta are easier to replicate than projects heavily dependent on
special conditions, including external resources and personnel. Replicability
of small pilot efforts cannot be âssumed until proven in larger demonstration
projects. Special inputs are alw~ys needed to develop effective strategies in
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the early stages, but as projects move from pilot to demonstration to national
phases, these special inputs should decline.

Since the types of inputs vary with the growth of a programme, it is first
critical to identify its stage of growth. There are three broad stages: pilot,
demonistration and replication. The major characteristics of each have been well

defined by D. A. Rond~nelli, 1983 as reflected in the following table.

I~ble 8. ,...~J,.OT. DEMONSTR.ATIONAND R.EPLICATION STAGES

Category Pilot Demonstration Replication

Purpos e To t:est acceptability
and feasibility of
existing knowledge in
specific contexts

To dernonstrate that
new technologies,
methods and prograninies
are better than
presently used ones

To expand pro-
ductivity and
administratlve
capacity to
disseminate and
deliver

Malor
uncertaint jes
about:

- methods of analysis
or impienientation

- appropriate technology
- acLaptability
- transferability
- acceptability
- d:issemination or

dElivery systems

- replicability
- acceptability
- dissemination or

delivery systems on
a large scale

disseminationi
or delivery
systems on a
large scale

According to these criteria, the Indonesian WAS project was a demonstration
activity with major uncertainties about replicability in the context of Timor,
its acceptabi].ity and delivery systems. }Iowever, WAS also had some
characteristics of a pilot activity in that detailed of methods of analysis and
implernentation were worked Out in incremental steps through action.

This categorization of WAS as a ~emonstration activity, more evolved than
a pilot activity and less evolved than a replication activity, needs to be kept
in mmd while considering other indicators of replicability.

As a demonstration activity, how far did the WAS programme achieve
replicability, as nieasured by the foliowing key indicators?

* Adapted from D.A. Rondinelli, 1983, Tabie 26
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1. Personnei

WAS activities were undertaken by existing PKK staff, two temporary field
workers and incorporation of existing technical staff, primarily sanitarians from
the Ministry of Health.

However, two consultants piayed important supportive roles, both in data
collection and as advisors to PKK management. In every activity, consuitants
spend much time training local péople in specialized skiils, such as data
collection, trainLng methods, and participatory methods to development
activities.

2. InstitutipnaL firamework

The institutiônal setup for WAS was cioser to a replication activity rather
than a demonstration activity. Thuâ, WAS activities were managed and impleniented
within the institutional framework of PKK in collaboration with technicai
ministries; the Ninistries of Hèalth, Home Affairs, and Planning, local
universities; districts, sub-district and village administrative agencies.

Although the institutional framework utiiized by PKK is replicable, its
utilization of sanLtarians from MOÎ~and expertise of the WHO/UNDPproject were
special conditions. For example, bne sanitarian from MOR gave priority to PKK
work over his other routine engagements.

3. Budget

The project hardware -- pipes, concrete, pumps etc. -- was provided
primarily by the Ministry of Health (MOH) and to a iesser extent by communities
and the Ministry of Planning. The hardware provided by MOHcaine from its regular
budget with some diversion of funds, especialiy for boreholes and pipe systems,
to the advantage of the study villages.

All personnel costs were absorbed through regular channels except for the
salary of one field worker, which was paid by PKK through funds made availabie
by PROWWESS/UNDP. PROWWESSfunds were channeled through UNDP/Jakarta and sent
directly to PKI( in Kupang. These funds were primarily used for training and to
a limited extent for supervision. Almost 40 per cent of the original PROWWESS
funds (total US $75,000) were unexpended at the end of 1988 due to generation
of local resources.

4. Prolect vrocej~g~

At the beginnirig, WAS procedures were closer to a pilot project rather than
a demonstration project. This was more true for some project components than
for others. However, the active learning process adopted and constant use of
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data from the field, resulted in èarly emergence of effective planning,
monitoring, implementation and evaluation strategies that were further refined
through experience. By mid-1988, the laborious task of documenting processes
and establishing guidelines to assist in the replication process had begun.

As is obvious, WAS was implemented with a minimum of special conditions.
All projects and programmes at all stages require committed leadership to
succeed. This beadership was provided by Dr. Nafsiah Mboi. 1-lowever, what was
unique in the Indonesian context was her style of leadershiv and open management
systems which have not yet become institutionalized within PKK. It remains to
be seen whether other managers prominent in the public eye are willing openly
to acknowledge problems and weaknesses and to treat “errors” as opportunities
to learn.

INDICATORS OF REPLICABILITY

Pro~ortion and xaL~of svecialized ~ersonnel

High input of specialized personnel
Mostly reguler staff, decline in specialists
Existing staff, further decline in specialists

Stages:

Estabbishing in.aUrutionab framework

Pilot
Deinons trat ion
Replication

Semi-autonomcus organization
- Less bypassing/more sharing with other agencies

No bypassing/close inter-agericy collaboration

Budzet size pnç~~~~ltering

Pilot
Demonstration
Replication

Cenerous and shehtered
Medium and partially sheltered
Average and regular budget item

Documenteci plar~j~g and implementation procedures

Pilot
Demonstrat ion
Replication

General guidebines and strat~gies
Standardized procedures emerging
Docuniented simplified procedûres

other special/t~jQpe conditiQrl~

Pilot
Demons trat ion
Replication
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Any devebopment project, butespecially those that utilize participatory
principles, bring about change beyond the narrow objectives conceived by project
planners. Iiie ixnpact of water projects poes beyond water and health t~ bring
about social. econQmic a~denvironi~ental changes that have positive or negative
influences on indiivlduals. groups and communities. Measuring impact is
methodologically complex and expensive. However, changes in the social,
economic, health and environinent fields can be measured, including the effects
on women. The factors to be analyzed are listed in Table 9 on the next page.

A. Social Chpnpe~

One of the important effects’ of involvement of village women and men in
decision-making without external interference was the gradual increase in
autonomy, confidence, creativity, leadership, respect and status and a gradual
decrease in conflict over water.

As has already been mentioned, not only did women feel more confident and
capable, but also uien took pride inthe women’s achievements. Husbands and wives
began turning to each other to solve problems rather than turn elsewhere. As
groups gaired strength, their confidence in undertaking other new activities
increased. This included construction of water tanks with which people had no
previous experience, planning the building of a church, bathing cubicbes, digging
fishponds, planting of vegetables, purchaseof new pipes for extension of systems
and dreams of purchasing diesel engines to pump water cboser to homes.

All water sources in Timor haye traditional, ancestral owners. When water
becomes scarce, descendants of thèse owners restrict access to water sources.
With the formation of water users’ groups and formal approval of traditional
owners of water sources, conflictsrelated to ‘who can use water’ and ‘how much’
have gradualby declined.

One of the most crucial changes has been an increase in institutional
strengthening of PRIK at all levels. PEUK volunteers involved in WAS are becoming
valuable resources in other PKK activities in Primary Health Care. At the
village level, both men and women are not only more kniwledgeable about PKK, they
also view PEUK as a more useful organization, 97 per cent in 1987 compared to 74
per cent in 1985. PKK leaders in the villages are starting to function as
leaders. Even more important, perhaps, is the fact that membership in many other
village organizations has increased and their functioning has been reactivated.

B. Economic Char~

Besides the inethodobogy of èmpowering people, the single most important
reason why WAS succeeded was that ~eople perceived water as a means to financial
gains. No inatter ~ the Question asked. men even more so than wornen focused

on vegetable vroduc~jon t-ather than closer water. cleaner water. health or
çpnstructjon. These production activities of women even featured in activities
of women ‘valued’ by men.
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These findings are important not only in themselves, but also in explaining
why such comniunity enthusiasmwas generated in improving the water situation, when
only 10 per cent to 20 per cent of peoj~le perceived water to be a serious problem
in 1985. The findings also point to the importance of using open-ended questicns
and participatory techniques. Most important, they show the need for people’s
involvement in planning, goal setting ând in identifying indicators of success.

Tabbe 9. SITUATIONAL ANALYSES
(with incbusion of women and marginal groups)

1. Socia3. changes at the indjvjdual/ho~seho~d/group/agency level

- autonomy
- self-concept, self-confidence
- creativity
- leadership
- respect, status, social networks
- group strength, identity, resources, activities
- leisure
- conflict
- roles, responsibilities, activities
- control and access to resouFces and benefits

2. Econpinic change ut the individual/household/group/agency level

- time allocation (time savings)
- cash production and substit~ition
- improved quality of assets (vegetables, animals, crops,

other production)
- increased quantity of assets
- distribution and expenditure of assets
- incraased participation in other non-production

activities (human capital formation); rest and leisure,
education, literacy, preventive health

3. Changes in healt~j~~jj~jj

- decrease in attendance at cbinics
- increased involvement in preventive health care

facilities
- decrease in diarrhoea, skin diseases, guinea worm, etc.
- improved nutrition

4. Çhanges in environment t

- improvement: in environmental sanitation
- improved managementof natural resources; depletion,

conservation, generation
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Effects on women

The time it took for women to collect one bad of water was nearly halved
between 1985 and 1987 as a result of new water suppl~r facibities installed nearer
to their homes. This decreased time per water journey bogically should have
resulted in time savings for women, the primary carriers of water.

However, very littie time was actually saved, because in 1987 women made over
80 per cent more trips per day, collecting appreciably more water than in 1985.
The total time they spent on water collection was reduced only slightly.

PEOPLE’ S GOALS ARE OFTEN DIFFERENT FROM PLANNERS’ GOALS

Although people understood the overall purposes of the water
users’ groups, to them water was just a means to an economic end.
Some examples:

1. When asked about activities of water groups, growing of
vegetables was mentioned more frequently, 35% (men 44%,
women 26%) than construction of water sources, 31% (men 18%,
women 44%).

2. In talkitig about achiev~ments of water groups, 51% of all
responses focused on ve~etable production (men 56%, women 48%).
An additional 4% of res~onses referred to growing of fruits.

3. In future plans, vegetables featured in 32% of all responses
while construction acti-uities featured in 34% of the responses.

4. When asked whether WAS }~ad affected their lives in any way,
the single most frequeni~ly mentioned respon;e by women was
vegetable availability, 21% (men 14%).

5. When asked which activiçies that women do are most ‘valued’
by men, in 1987, 19% of men (0% of women) mentioned vegetable
growing. By contrast, it was mentioned by only 2% of men
in 1985.

Detailed figures are in the Table 10.
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TablelO. WATERCOLLECTION TIME SPENT BY WONEN

1985 1987

Time per trip 41.2 minutes 21.1 minutes
to collect water

Number of trips 1.38 trips 2.5 trips
per day

Total time spent 56.9 minutes 52.8 minutes
per day

It is obvious that women were cboosing to spend more time on increased
water colbection activities. As revealed in village interviews, they were using
the additional water to grow tomatoes, onions, eggplant and green leafy
vegetables, an attractive activity bec~use it earned income.

In 1985, only 18 per cent of women considered it extremeby important to
produce items for sale and income-earning. By 1987, such production -- primarily
of vegetables and fruit - - provided extremeby important sources of cash for 67
per cent of the women. Women spend this cash on food, household expenses,
kerosene and school expenses

Measured another way, by numbers of women involved, 62 per cent of women
were active in such production in 1985. By 1987, this figure had increased to
85 per cent of the women. In Belu district, the involvement went as high as 94
to 100 per cent of women.

C. Changes in Healtli...nd Environment

The evaluation gathered no health statistics. However, women and field
workers reported decreased incidence of diarrhoea and skin diseases in yourig
children. Women expressed great pride’ in being cleaner because of proximity of
water. Health statistics from a health clinic in Belu indicate a decline in the
number of outpatients reporting to the clinic with diarrhoea and skin diseases.

Nutritionally, despite a drought’year women spontaneousby reported use of
home-grown vegetables in their homes, something that was rarely mentioned in
1985. This was also true for fish, though to a besser extent.

As far as environmental changes go, all visitors rernark on the greater
greenery in the villages, especially ‘near the vicinity of the water sources.
However, the time ebapsed was too short for marked environmental changes.



There are many persistent myths about evaluation and the role of women in
low-cost, community-based water ând sanitation projects. The PEUK experience
dispels many of these myths. -

Nyth 3. Planning, implemeritation and evaluation are distinct, separate
activities and require different sets of personnel.

Fact There is no ‘great divide’ between planners, implementors and
evaluators in participatory projects.

In the WAS/PKK experience, the planners and consultant evaluators worked
very cbosely toget;her. For the most part, however, the same people were the
planners, impbementors and evaluators, i.e., the PKK/ WAS teams and local people
in water users’ groups. It is because of the tight link between planning,
implementation and evaluation that ~Lt is impossible to focus cbosely on evaluation.

)fyth 2 Projects consist of a single linear sequence progressing from
planning to implernentation to evaluation.

Fact Participatory projects consist of simultaneous, innumerable smaller
cycles of planning-implementation-evaluation (also called
monitoring), resulting in constant self-adjustment and evolution
of project structures and activities.

These smaller cycles of planning/implementation/evaluation were evident
within WAS from the beginning. Each supervision visit, training activity, field
visit and workshop was folbowed by self-diagnosis and alteration of components of
activities. This was proininent wit’hin WAS because PEUK personnel approached WAS as
‘learners’ rather than as ‘experts’ who had all the answers.

Nyth 3L ‘Evaluation’ is môre important than monitoring.

Fact Simple but consistent monitoring throughout the life of a project
is more useful than isolated, terminal evaluations.

When evaluations become ve~-y frequent, they in fact become monitoring
activities. These monitoring or mini-evaluations are crucial in keeping
participatory projects on track. Unfortunately, in most projects external
evaluations are given more importance than self-monitoring activities. This is
also evidenced by the fact that ‘monitoring experts’ are almost non-existent,
whereas ‘evaluation experts’ abound in the WSS sector. Within WAS, one of the
main tasks of the fiebd workers was defined in terms of monitoring and conveying
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information to PEUK at the provincial level. Their monthly, and later, quarterly
reports were invaluable in refining project strategies.

Nvth 4 A project document detailing project plans and time-bound,
location-specific sequences of activity is needed prior to
iinplementation.

Fact Blueprfnt project documents stifle the growth and evolution of
participatory projects. -

The PEUK project document was practically a blank slate on which PEUK wrote
slowly as it learned from its data collection efforts and experience from the
field. This meant that PKK was not bocked irito inappropriate activities having
to justify each change made. Despite the lack of structure, the PEUK document was
very dear about overall goals (improving the lives of women and creating
sustainable and utiliz�d water systems) and the processes of achieving the goals
(replicable, participatory processes using the existing PEUK institutional
framework). Based on the WAS experience, new replication project documents can
have more detail with emphasis on specific strategies such as formation of water
users’ groups and detailed monitoring and evaluation criteria.

Nyth 5 Since people make the decisions in community-managed projects,
the unpredictability and flexibility resuits in loss of management
controL.

Fact Project managers retain control, yet make it possible for
cominunities to make decisions by giving high priority to
information flovs that keep them in close contact with comnmnity
preferences, plans, competence and progress.

In WAS, despite decentralized decision-making to the community level, PKK
managers never once feit that they had lost control over the WAS activities. They
felt in control because they constantly knew what was happening at different bevels
through frequent personal contact with field workers and reporting to and from.

Nyth 6 Information collection is a peripheral luxury to be indulged in
by donors, academics, evaluators and statisticians.

Fact Two-way information generation and use is a basic survival strategy
for managers of community based water projects.

WAS did not come into being wi~h a blueprint. Its plans and strategies
evolved and changed based on information from the field and implementation
experience. Since WAS did not folbow ablueprint, without heavy use of information
throughout its life cycle, WAS activities would have floundered and problems would
have been lef t unresolved.
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}fyth 7 Evaluation indicators become important at the end of a project.

Fact Evaluation indicators are of primary importance in guiding planning
and implementation activities.

WHO’s Minimum Evaluation Procedures (NEP) indicators, functioning and
utilization, were first published in early 1983 and have since gained world-wide
acceptance as evaluation indicators. Unfortunately, however, they are rareby
reflected in project planning documents or project management information systems.
This is one reflection of the great divide between planners and evaluators and the
common perception of evaluations as concluding activities. Considering evaluation
indicators at the end of a project is too late.

Within WAS, the evaluation indicators played prominent roles from the
beginning, in the development of plans and in choice of implementation strategies.
For example, PEUK emphasized the role of women in sustaining changes in the water
situation in the villages. Monitoring activities and evaluation indicators focused
on changes in women’s confidence, knowledge, skill, presence and participation at
meetings. These concerns led to choice of the strategy of creation of water users’
groups with women in prominent roles, training of women, and structuring of
meetings so that women would be ei~icouraged to attend, and constant monitoring of
the impact of implementation strategies en women.

Nyth 8 Evaluation criteria or criteria of success are different for
different project personnel, different components, and different
processes of a project.

Fact All project personnel, components, and processes must share some
overriding concerns or criteria of success.

Within WAS, the overriding goal and indicator of success was achieving self-
reliance in management of domestic water systems through involvement of women in
decision-making. This concern for self-reliance and women was the central focus
of all components and all personnèl, technicab and social, managerial and field
level workers. Without this unified vision and shared indicator of success, it
would have been difficult to achieve a ‘fit’ between the varied project components. r

Nyth 1~ The most important indicators of success are nuinber of systems
constructed, population covered, training sessions completed,
number of systems functioning and budgets disbursed.

Fact The most important indicators of success are effective utilization,
sustal.nability and replicability.

1f use of participatory strategies and their impact are not reflected in
success or evaluation criteria, t~here is ultimately very little incentive for
project staff to undertake the relatively unpredictable and uncontrollable task
of stimulating participation. The, WAS experience demonstrates that the concepts
of effective utilization, sustain~bility, and replicability can be broken down
into measurable subcomponents that go beyond an exclusive focus on water
production. It also implies acceptance of uneven rates of progress. Measurements
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can be as simplified as yes/no ratings en each sub-indicator. What is important
is that focus on the iridicators throughout the life of the project increases the
probability of their achievement.

Nyth 10 People in villages and planners of community-based water projects
have the same goals and indicators of success.

Fact There is often a gap between the most important goals and
evaluation indicators of people and planners, even in “successful”
projects.

When projects fail, it is obviou~ that the interests and goals of project
managers/planners and local people did not match. This can also be true in
projects that achieve success but in which the differing goals of both groups
happened to be fulfilled. In WAS, people’s most important goal and evaluation
indicator turned out to be increased vegetable and fruit production through the
means of inoreased proximity of water. This single goal took precedence over use
of water for other doinestic purposes, inproved health, cbeanliness or greater
invobvement of wonen in devebopment er inoreased self-reliance.

On the other hand, it is also important that the same set of indicators are
acceptable to pbanners, yet meaningful to local people. This can be achieved by
defining overriding indicators which e,ncompass wide ranging sub-indicators in a
bogicab framework. Different sub-indicators will be most important in different
culturab and environmental contexts. Within WAS, if “effective and sustainabbe
utilization” is considered the overriding indicator, then the economic spinoffs of
the sub-indicator “optimal utilization” of water were the most important to people.

Nyth 11 Participation is a nebubous concept, difficult to define, measure
and evaluate.

Fact The concept of partic~pation can be operationalized and simply
measured. Hence, it can be made central programmatically.

Most planners or programme managers will not consider participation centrably
unless participation can be measured and its benefits quantified and attested to
some extent. However, the emphasis has to be on simple measures that can be wideby
used without years of training. Within WAS, two strategies were found hebpfub in
measuring participation. The first was invobvement of local people in defining and
measuring participation. Examples include the participatory games of decision-
making. The second method made use of open-ended, sometimes indirect questions.

Nv-th 12 The goal of human development as a means of achieving
sustainability is ideologically correct but impractical.
Additionally, changes in people are difficult to monitor, eva].uate
and quantlfy.

Fact Harnessing human moti+ation and creativity is the only means of
achieving sustainability in an environment of limited resources.
Changes in people, even self-confidence can be measured and
quantified in a shortperiod of time.

‘-t
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It is often assumed that the results of “software” are so soft that they are
immeasurable, fuzzy and best left as such, fboating in mists of vagueness. This
is a fallacy.

The WAS experiende shows that changes in people, even changes in values,
behaviour, leadersi-tip, self-confid~nce and its impact can be discerned, measured
and quantified witl-iin a short period of time.

Quantlfication of measures i~ by no means the ultimate gauge of the value
of an indicator. However, if quantification of participation and impact of human
development strategies is needed to convince planners, then the case study
demonstrates that it can be done.

Nv-th 11 Participatory methods are difficult to replicate because they
require the presence of special, gifted people.

Fact Participatory approaches are replicable. Skill in participatory
methods is learned and does not reside in the genes.

Like other technical skiÏls, participatory approaches to planning,
implementation and evaluation are ‘oquired through training. Unfortunately, thus
far, it has often been assumed that participatory skills just happen and can be
applied without any specialized training. This is reflected in absence of budgets
and personnel for training in partièipatory methods even in most training projects.

The WAS experience shows the importance of joint training in participatory
approaches for technical and social personnel. PROWWESSprovided expertise in
the participatory training approaches which was crucial in the changed orientation
of technicians and PEUK werkers involved in WAS.

Nv-th IS Evaluations should be scientific and objective. Hence, they should
not involve partiéipants but be conducted by external experts.

Fact Evaluations should be utilized and serve to bring about change.
Hcnce, they should involve participants centrally and external
experts in facilitative or partnership roles as needed.

It is always difficult to achieve the ideal. iJithin devebopment prograinmes,
it is more important to ensure that evabuations are utibized and result in
capacity-building rather than to ptoduce scientific treatises that sit on shelves.
Within WAS, evaluation activities involved village people, PEUK staff and only
rarely external consultants. The evabuation process bed to devebopment of new
plans, alterations in implementatton if needed, and further training activities.

There were two important side-effects of the process of evaluation.
Convinced about the utility of evaluative research, PEUK started undertaking
evaluation research in its other programmes utibizing women trained during WAS
case studies. Second, the PEUK case~study, emphasizing open-ended and participatory
research techniques and sharing of findings, resulted in commitment by and change
within the technical ministries.
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Nyth 15 Evaluation methodobogies are complex and local people do not have
the ability to evaluate their progress theinselves.

Fact Evaluation methodologies can be simple or complex. Local people
have access to ‘inside lçnowledge’ and hence can evaluate themselves
more meaningfully, quickly and accurately than outsiders.

WAS case studies utilized both participatory and more “objective”, open-ended
questions asked during individual interviews by outsiders. The resultsindicate
that in all cases, the participatory techniques had four advantages.

First, they were more ‘fun’. They generated great enthusiasn, got people
enotionally involved and brought people together, the old, the young, men and
wonen, the soinewhat educated and the non-biterate. Second, as a result of
everyone’s invoivement and enotional engagement, the activities brought forth
perspectives, findings and issues not revealed by the more direct, individual,
private interviews. ~ in mest cases, self-evaluation ratings coincided with
those given by externaL ‘experts’. Fourth, it increased people’s confiderice in
themselves. Their awareness of unresolved problems bed to their taking immediate
initiative for folbow-up action. At the agency level, the same effects could be
seen within PEUK at all levels. Evaluation tools are more effective when put back
in the hands of local people.

Nvth 16 Project managers have more important concerns than wonen’s
involvement, concerns, which are more central to achieving
‘success’.

Fact Withoul: user involvement and commitment which in all cultural
contexts includes vomen, achieving sustainability, effective
utilization and replicability will be impossible to achieve.

When WAS first started, the ideaof women’s involvement in managing small,
rural water systems usually brought forth sniiles and disbelief. The WAS experience
and its documentation converted “skeptics”, men and wonen, from senior
adininistrators to womeri and men in villages.

PEUK’s WAS activities encouragëd wonen’s participation by providing
opportunities, support and training in culturally appropriate environments for
wonen to practice participation, gain confidence and learn new skills. The report
has documented the leadership, coinmitment and positive impact of yemen on water and
water on wonen.
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A traditional village home in Wbst Timor. This type of building is
fast disappearing and being replaced by semi-permanent- houses with
tin roofs.
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Water collection at ~ newly installed handpump.
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Participatory techniques were used to get wonen and men

involved in self evaluation.

AbQve, a woman casts her vote.

Bebow, men rate the activities of their water group.

belonging to water groups





Effective use of water is difficult t~ achieve. Handling practices often pollute
drinking water.

Above left, a boy uses a broken beer~bottle as a funnel.

Ahove right, leaves are put in a bucket to prevent water from spilling in the
long trek home.

However, water was effectively used In increased vegetable production (belpw),
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LESSONS, STRATECIES, TOOLS
PROWWESS/UNDPPublication Series

general

1. International Reference Centre in collaboration with PROWWESS/UNDP:
Participation in Water Supply and Sanitation - Roles and Realities - by
Christine van Wijk-Sijbesma, 1985, (English/French) pp.l9l. A literature review
and annotated bibliography.

2. PROWWESS/UNDP: Women, Water and Sanitation - or Counting Tonatoes Instead of
Pumps, by Siri Melchior, March 1989, (English/French). Update en overall issues
and lessons learned to date. (Also availabbe in a reference collection en
compact disk, Library-To-Co, by Decade Media with support from INSTRAW).

Case Studies. Country Reports. Field ~tesearch -

3. PROWWESS/UNDP: Report of the Process Evaluation Mission of a CARE-assisted
project of watef systems in Rwanda, by Jean Beaudoin of Coopérative d’Animation
et de Collaboration, et.al., 1987, (English/French) pp.27. An example of
techniques to evaluate the process of participation.

4. PROWWESS/UNDP: India - Twenty Lessons Learned from Social Feasibility Studies,
by Lucy Goodhart, 1988, (English) pp.2O. Based en four social feasibility
studies of rural sanitation in India.

5. PROWWESS/UNDPand the World Banic Kenya - People, Pumps and Agencies, by Deepa
Narayan-Parker and Mary McNeill, 1989, (English) pp.36. A case study of the
South Coast Hand.- Pump project witl-i particular enphasis on Kenya Water for Health
Organization (KWAHO), describing partnership between a Government, an NGO and
donors.

6. PROWWESS7UNDP: Dhaka - Volunteers Against Diarrhoea, by Elsie Shallon, 1988,
(English) pp.25. A description of a programme working with wonen volunteers
in an urban sluit area to improve health education and action.

7. PROWWESS/UNDP: Indonesia - ‘Evaluating Community Management, by Deepa
Narayan-Parker, August 1989, (Enalish). A case study of PKIK/Ministry of Health
Activities in West Timor. Particularly rich in data on such aspects as change
in wonen’s lives, water use, ecönomic effects, etc. Slide show on Indonesia
experience will be available atcost. -

8. World Bank and PROWWESS/UNDP: From Pilot to National Programme - Rural ‘
Sanitation in Lesotho, by P. Evans, D. Narayan-Parker, R. Pollard, M. McNeill,
and R. Boydell, planned for mid 1989.

9. World Health Organization/South East Mia Region and PROWWESS/UNDP: Final
Review of Case Studies of Women~sParticipation in Community Water Supply and
Sanitation. Report of a Workshop held in Kupang, Indonesia, May 1988 (English)
pp. 40. Recounts lessons learntfrom experience in four case studies conducted
in Nepal, Thailand, Indonesia and Sri Lanka in terms of research methodobogy
and implementation approaches. -

Field tools. Traininz..Sjda

10. PROWWESS/UNDP: Field Training Manual, Lesotho, by tJillie Sampson, 1987,
(English) pp7O An example of field training manual for a sanitation project
in Lesotho using participatory techniques.



11. PROWWESS/UNDP: Video en Regio~-ial Training Workshop in Tanzania, 1982,

(English); March 1989 (French). Describes the process of a workshop for
personnel from national institutions in angbophone African ceuntries, methods
used, results.

12. PROWWESS/TJNDP: Goals and Indicators for Integrated Water Supply and Sanitation
Projects, by Deepa Narayan-Parker, 1989, (English/French) pp.l6. Emphasis on
design of indicators for planning and evaluation.

13. PROWWESS/UNDP: Knowledge Generatien and Use in Partnership with People, by
Deepa Narayan-Parker, planned fer! Fall, 1989. A tool for planners in field
projects. Emphasis en use of participatory data cellection techniques for
planning and evaluation of conniunity managed projects.

14. PROWWESS/UNDP: Conmunity Partici~atien - A Challenge for Trainers - by Lyra
Srinivasan, planned for Fa)l 1989, (English/French). A toel for trainers in
field projects. Particular emphasis on SARAR methodobogies, experiences in
application in PROWWESS/UNDPactivities.

15. PROWWESS/Africa: Report of a Regional Participatory Training-of-Trainers
Workshop held in Tanzania, September 1988, published Spring 1989 (English).
Description of training workshop, methodologies and analysis of results.

16. PROWWESS/Africa: Femmes, Eau et Assainissement - Penser et Agir avec les
Communautes Rurales: Atelier Regional des Pays Francophones et Lusophones,
Ouagadougou, April 1989 (French) pp. 26. Report of second PROWWESSregional
training of trainers workshep. -

Guides. Strategies

17. World Bank and PROWWESS/UNDP: Invölving î4omen in Sanitation Proiects, by Heli
Perrett, 1985 (English). A guide for project planning and design.

18. PROWWESS7UNDPand WASH: Design and Management of Sustainable Water Supply and
Sanitation Projects, by Paula Donr~e11y-Roark, 1987, (English/French/
Spanish/Arabic). A guide for project workshops for project design, assessment
and review.

19. PROWWESS/UNDP: PEG~SUS,by Deepa Narayan-Parker, 1989, (English). Analytical
framework for designing and assessing projects and programmes, concentrat4ng
en goals and management tasks. -

2u. PROWWESS/UNDPand INSTRAW: Interagency Task Force en Women - Proposals for
1989-90, 1988, (English). Reviews progress with respect to women’s
participation aspects in UN organizations active in the water/sanitatien decade,
assesses major challenges for the future, propeses a werk plan for agencies
concerned -

21. UNDP Technical Acivisery Division in collaboratien with PROWWESS/UNDP:
Programme Advisory Nete, planned for 1989, (English).

Select reports on country-specific activities are also available for limited
dïstributien. Extra charges are made for these reports to cover the cests of
copying.
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PROWWESS/UNDP -

PROWWESSstands for “Pi~omotion of the Role of Women in Water
and Envirorixnental Sanitation Servicesit. It focuses on woinen, in the
context of their communities because they are the main collectors/
users of water and guardians of household hygiene and fainily health.
In the past, even f leid projects with community participation focus
have of ten naglected to involve women in decision-making, foi lack
of knowledge about their role or difficulties in reaching them.

Th~PRC~ESSprogranilne is demonstrating ways of involving
women in wider community p1ar~ning,- operation, maintenance and
evaluation of drinking water and waste disposal schemes. Its
experience so far in well over 1,000 communities in Africa, the
Arab States, Asia and Latin America shows that:

early and wide participation by ‘~iomen and their
cominunities pays of f ir~ better maintenance, higher
cost recoveries, improved hygienic practices and
other socio-economic gains for the community.

Based in the United Nations Deveiopment Prograinme (UNDP),
Division for Global and Inter~regionai Projects (DGIP), PROWWESS
works i5iterregionaily in support of the International Drinking
Water Suppiy and Sanitation Decade (1981-1990). St~irting with
funding by Norway in 1983, it has since received financing from -

Canada, Finland and the U.S., as well as from UNDP. It collaborates
with many national and international organizations, both governmental
and non-governmental.

PROWWESS/tJNDPTechnical Series

PROWWESS/UNDPis developing, docurnenting and disseminating
infor’nation on the participatory methods It promotes and on the
outcome of their use. This can help to enrich policies and
prograinmes, bDth nationally a~d internationally.

Part of this ef fort is the PROWWESS/UNDPtechnical
series called “Involving Women in Water and Sanitation:
LESSONS - STRATEGIES - ~0OLS”. It includes:

- case studies, project repoLts m~dcountry profiles
giving lessons frbm specificexperience

-- guidelines, for p~oject analysis, development and
evaluation, and other strategies of action and

- data collection ~thd research instruments, training
methodologies, materials production and other tools
for f leid work.

(see overleaf for listing)


